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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new approach and algorithm for the
similarity measure of video clips. The similarity is mainly
based on two bipartite graph matching algorithms: max-
imum matching (MM) and optimal matching (OM). MM
is able to rapidly filter irrelevant video clips, while OM is
capable of ranking the similarity of clips according to the
visual and granularity factors. Based on MM and OM, a
hierarchical video retrieval framework is constructed for the
approximate matching of video clips. To allow the matching
between a query and a long video, an online clip segmenta-
tion algorithm is also proposed to rapidly locate candidate
clips for similarity measure. The validity of the retrieval
framework is theoretically proved and empirically verified
on a video database of 21 hours.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval models.
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory.
Keywords: Clip-based similarity, hierarchical video retrieval.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the drastic advances in multimedia and Inter-

net applications, the effective techniques for video retrieval
and summarization are increasingly demanded. One critical
component in these techniques is the similarity measure of
visual information. While the issues in shot-based similar-
ity have been intensively addressed for retrieval, clustering
and summarization, clip-based similarity remains a difficult
problem that has not yet been fully exploited. In this paper,
we propose a hierarchical framework based on the bipartite
graph matching algorithms for the similarity filtering and
ranking of video clips.

A shot is a series of frames with continuous camera mo-
tion, while a clip is a series of shots that are coherent from
the narrative point of view. A clip usually conveys one
meaningful event. Shot-based retrieval is useful for tasks
like the detection of known objects and certain kinds of
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videos like sports. For most general videos, retrieval based
on a single shot, may not be practical since a shot itself is
only a part of an event and does not convey full story. For
most casual users, query-by-clip is definitely more concise
and convenient than query-by-shot.

Existing approaches in clip-based retrieval include [1-9,
12, 16, 17]. Some researches focus on the rapid identifica-
tion of similar clips [2, 3, 5, 7, 12], while the others focus
on the similarity ranking of videos clips [1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 16,
17]. In [2, 3, 7], fast algorithms are proposed by deriving
signatures to represent the clip contents. The signatures
are basically the summaries or global statistics of low-level
features in clips. The similarity of clips depends on the
distance between signatures. The global signatures are suit-
able for matching clips with almost identical content but
little changes due to compression, formatting, minor editing
in spatial or temporal domain. One successful example is
the high accuracy and speed in retrieving commercial clips
from large video databases [7].

In [1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 17], clip-based retrieval is built upon the
shot-based retrieval. Besides relying on shot similarity, clip
similarity is also dependent on the inter-relationship such
as the temporal order, granularity and interference among
shots. In [4, 6], shots in two clips are matched by preserving
their temporal order. These approaches may not be appro-
priate since shots in different clips tend to appear in various
orders due to editing effects. Even a commercial video, sev-
eral editions are normally available with various shot order
and duration.

One sophisticated approach for clip retrieval is proposed
in [9, 17] where different factors including temporal order,
granularity and interference are taken into account. Gran-
ularity models the degree of one-to-one shot matching be-
tween two clips, while interference models the percentage
of unmatched shots. A cluster-based algorithm is employed
to match similar shots. The aim of clustering is to find a
cut (or threshold) that can maximize the centroid distance
of similar and dissimilar shots. The cut value is used to
decide whether two shots should be matched. A slightly
similar approach to [9, 17] is [8]. A threshold value is pre-
defined to determine the matching of shots. Two measures,
re-sequence and correspondence, are used to assess the sim-
ilarity of clips. The correspondence measure can partially
evaluate the degree of granularity.

Most approaches [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 16, 17] assume video
clips are pre-segmented and always available for matching.
As a result, the matching and ranking of multiple similar
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instances in a long recorded video is not supported. In ad-
dition, most algorithms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 16, 17] does not
incorporate the capability of filtering irrelevant clips prior
to similarity ranking. The retrieval speed could be seriously
affected particularly for large video database.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical retrieval frame-
work focusing mainly on the similarity ranking of video clips.
Our proposed similarity measure is in line with [9, 17], but
with the capabilities of clip filtering and online segmenta-
tion. Instead of adopting cluster-based algorithm as in [9,
17], we formulate the problem of shot matching as a bi-
partite graph matching in two stages. In the first stage, the
candidate clips are located and segmented from videos while
the irrelevant clips are rapidly filtered. In the second stage,
the detailed similarity ranking is conducted by considering
the quality of matching determined jointly by the granu-
larity, temporal order and interference factors. The major
contributions of our approach are as follows.

• Matching and filtering. We adopt two bipartite graph
matching algorithms, namely maximum matching (MM)
and optimal matching (OM), for the matching of shots
in clips. Both algorithms are constrained under one-
to-one mapping. MM, by computing the maximum
cardinality of matching, is capable of rapidly filtering
irrelevant clips. OM, by optimizing the total weight of
matching, is able to rank relevant clips based on the
similarity of visual and granularity. MM and OM can
thus form a hierarchical framework for filtering and
retrieval. By the definitions of MM and OM [10, 18],
the validity of the hierarchical framework can be jus-
tified by showing that MM will never filter clips that
are considered similar by OM.

• Similarity ranking. The clip similarity is jointly de-
termined by visual, granularity, order and interference
factors. While visual and granularity are measured by
OM, temporal order similarity is evaluated effectively
by the dynamic programming. The measure of inter-
ference is based on the output of OM.

• Online segmentation. The segmentation of videos into
clips is implicitly tailored to the content of a query
clip. Given a query and a video, a bipartite graph is
constructed by many-to-many mapping. The mapping
usually results in the following properties: Some shots
in the video are densely matched along the temporal
dimension, while most shots are sparsely matched or
unmatched. Our algorithm will automatically locate
the dense regions as potential candidate clips.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the preprocessing steps including the shot
boundary detection and shot similarity measure. Section 3
presents the proposed clip-based similarity measure by MM
and OM. Section 4 justifies the validity of the hierarchical
video retrieval framework formed by MM and OM. The al-
gorithm for online video clip segmentation is also presented.
Section 5 presents the experimental results.

2. VIDEO PREPROCESSING
The preprocessing includes shot boundary detection, key-

frame representation and shot similarity measure. We adopt
the detector in [13] for the partitioning of videos into shots.

Motion based analysis in [14] is then employed to select and
construct keyframes for each shot. For instance, a sequence
with pan is represented by a panoramic keyframe, while a
sequence with zoom is represented by two frames before and
after the zoom.

Let the keyframes of a shot si be {ri1, ri2, . . .}, the simi-
larity between two shots is defined as

Sim(si, sj) =
1

2
{φ(si, sj) + φ̂(si, sj)} (1)

where

φ(si, sj) = max
p={1,2,...},q={1,2,...}

Intersect(rip, rjq)

φ̂(si, sj) = m̂ax
p={1,2,...},q={1,2,...}

Intersect(rip, rjq)

The similarity function Intersect(rip, rjq) is the color his-
togram intersection of two keyframes rip and rjq. The func-
tion m̂ax returns the second largest value among all pairs
of keyframe comparisons. The histogram is in HSV color
space. Hue is quantized into 18 bins while saturation and
intensity are quantized into 3 bins respectively. The quan-
tization provides 162 (18 × 3 × 3) distinct color sets.

3. CLIP-BASED SIMILARITY
The similarity is mainly based on maximum matching

(MM) and optimal matching (OM). Both MM and OM
are classical matching algorithms in graph theory [10, 18].
MM computes the maximum cardinality matching in an un-
weighted bipartite graph, while OM optimizes the maximum
weight matching in a weighted bipartite graph.

3.1 Notation
For the ease of understanding, we use the following nota-

tions in the remaining paper:

• Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xp} as a query clip with p shots
and xi represents a shot in X.

• Let Yk = {y1, y2, . . . , yq} as the kth video clip with q
shots in a video Y and yj is a shot in Yk.

• Let Gk = {X, Yk, Ek} as a bipartite graph constructed
by X and Yk. Vk = X ∪ Yk is the vertex set while
Ek = {ωij} is the edge set. For an unweighted graph,
ωij = {0, 1} and 1 represents there is an edge (or a
match) from shot xi to shot yj . For a weighted graph,
ωij represents the shot similarity between xi and yj .

3.2 Video Clip Filtering by MM
Given X and Yk, an unweighted bipartite graph Gk is

formed by

ωij =

{
1 Sim(xi, yj) > T
0 Otherwise

(2)

The function Sim is based on Eqn(1). A threshold 1 T is set
to determine whether there is an edge from xi to yj . Since
a clip is composed of a series of shots with same semantic,
the color content of shots are usually inter-correlated and
similar. Because of this self-similarity property, one shot in

1To ensure high recall rate, the value of T is set as low as possible.
T will not be sensitive to the final matching since the edges of
dissimilar shots will not meet the one-to-one constraint in MM
and will be filtered ultimately.
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X can usually match multiple shots in Yk. As a consequence,
the mapping of shots in Gk is usually the many-to-many
relationship. To maximize the matching of shots between
X and Yk under the one-to-one mapping constraint, MM is
used due to its effectiveness and efficiency. The output of
MM is a bipartite graph GMM with each xi matches with
at most one yj and vice versa. Based on the number of
edges in GMM , we can rapidly filter dissimilar video clips
while retain only potentially relevant clips for the detailed
similarity ranking. In general, if only few shots in X can
match Yk, Yk should be considered as dissimilar to the query
clip X. In our case, we define two clips as dissimilar if

|M | < |X|
2

, where |M | is the number of edges in GMM and
|X| = p is the number of shots in a query clip.

We employ maximum cardinality matching algorithm (Kuhn
algorithm) for the implementation of MM [18]. The details
are given in Figure 1. The computational complexity of MM
is O(nm), where n = p + q is the number of vertices (shots)
and m is the number of edges in Gk.

1. M ← ∅.
2. If all the vertices in X have been tested, M is the

maximum matching of Gk and the algorithm ends.
Otherwise, goto step 3.

3. Find a vertex xi ∈ X where xi has not been tested.
Set A← {xi} and B ← ∅, where A and B are two
different sets.

4. Let N(A) ⊆ Yk as the set of vertices that matches
the vertices in set A. If N(A) = B, xi can not be
assigned to M . Label xi as tested, and then goto
step 2. Otherwise, goto step 5.

5. Find a vertex yj ∈ N(A)− B.
6. If (z, yj) ∈M , set A ← A ∪ {z}, B ← B ∪ {yj} and

goto step 4. Otherwise, goto step 7.
7. There exists an augmenting path P from xi to yj .

Set M ←M ⊕E(P ) and label xi as tested. Goto
step 2.

Figure 1: Algorithm for Maximum Matching.

3.3 Video Clip Ranking

3.3.1 Optimal Matching (OM)
Based on a weighted bipartite graph Gk formed by apply-

ing T as in Eqn(2), OM is employed to maximize the to-
tal weights of matching under the one-to-one mapping con-
straint. The output of OM is a weighted bipartite graph
GOM where one shot in X can match with at most one shot
in Yk and vice versa. The similarity of X and Yk is assessed
based on the total weight in GOM as follows

SimOM (X, Yk) =

∑
ωij

p
(3)

where the similarity is normalized by the number of shots
p in the query clip X. The implementation of OM is based
on Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [18]. The details are given in
Figure 2. The running time of OM is O(n4) where n = p+ q
is the total number of vertices in Gk.

3.3.2 Dynamic Programming (DP)
Given a bipartite graph GOM computed by OM, the simi-

larity of two clips based on the temporal order of shot match-
ing can be formulated by DP. Denote C as a cost matrix
indicating the number of shot pairs that are matched along

1. Start with the initial label of l(xi) = maxj{ωij} and
l(yj) = 0, where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , t and t = max{p, q}.

2. Compute El = {(xi, yj)|l(xi) + l(yj) = ωij},
Gl = (X, Yk, El) and one matching M in Gl.

3. If M contains all the vertices in X, M is the optimal
matching of Gk and the algorithm ends. Otherwise,
goto step 4.

4. Find a vertex xi ∈ X and xi is not inside M . Set
A← {xi} and B ← ∅, where A and B are different sets.

5. Let NGl
(A) ⊆ Yk as the set of vertices that matches the

vertices in set A. If NGl
(A) = B, then goto step 9.

Otherwise, goto step 6.
6. Find a vertex yj ∈ NGl

(A)− B.
7. If (z, yj) ∈M , set A← A ∪ {z}, B ← B ∪ {yj} and

goto step 5. Otherwise, goto step 8.
8. There exists an augmenting path P from xi to yj .

Set M ←M ⊕E(P ) and goto step 3.
9. Compute a = minxi∈A,yj /∈NGl

(A){l(xi) + l(yj)− ωij},
then construct a new label l̂(v) by

l̂(v) =




l(v) − a v ∈ A
l(v) + a v ∈ B

l(v) otherwise

Compute E
l̂
, G

l̂
based on l̂.

10. Set l← l̂, Gl ← G
l̂
, goto step 6.

Figure 2: Algorithm for Optimal Matching.

the temporal order, we have

C[i, j] (4)

=




0 i = 0 or j = 0
C[i − 1, j − 1] + 1 i, j > 0, (xi, yj) ∈ M

max{C[i, j − 1], C[i − 1, j]} i, j > 0, (xi, yj) /∈ M

where M is the optimal matching. The running time of
Eqn(4) is O(pq), where p and q are respectively the number
of shots in X and Yk. The similarity between two clips based
on the temporal order is defined as

SimDP (X, Yk) =
C[p, q]

p
(5)

3.3.3 Interference Factor (IF)
Interference factor counts the number of unmatched shots

in GOM , i.e., p + q − 2 × |M |. The similarity between two
clips based on IF is

SimIF (X, Yk) =
2 × |M |
p + q

(6)

Since the values of |M |, p and q are known, SimIF (X, Yk)
can be computed in O(1) time.

3.3.4 Clip Similarity
Given X and Yk, the similarity is measured jointly by the

degree of granularity (and visual similarity), temporal order
of matching and interference factor as follows

Simclip(X, Yk) =
∑

i∈{OM,DP,IF}
αiSimi(X, Yk) (7)

where
∑

i αi = 1 are the weights of different similarity mea-
sures. The value of αi controls the ranking of similar video
clips. In most video retrieval related tasks, the degree of
granularity and visual similarity which reflect respectively
the number and proximity of matching shots, should carry
more weight than temporal order and interference factor.
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Thus, we set αOM > αDP = αIF (αOM = 0.4, αDP =
αIF = 0.3) in our experiments. These values can also be set
based on user preference.

4. VIDEO RETRIEVAL
The retrieval of video clip can be conducted by the simi-

larity measure based on OM, DP and IF. However, since the
total complexity is O((p+ q)4)+O(pq)+O(1) for each com-
parison, the algorithm is inefficient particularly in a large
video database. The properties of MM and OM, never-
theless, allow us to effectively set up a hierarchical frame-
work for efficient retrieval. Since the complexity of MM is
O((p + q)m), it can be employed to rapidly filter irrelevant
video clips. The combination of OM+DP+IF has higher
time complexity but is more effective in similarity measure.
They can serve to rank only a few clips retained by MM.

4.1 Hierarchical Framework
To construct the hierarchical framework, we need to show

that MM will not filter any video clip that will not be filtered
by OM as well. In other words, if R1 and R2 are the sets
of similar clips retained by MM and OM respectively, then
R2 ⊆ R1. If the claim is correct, the hierarchical framework
is not only efficient but also as effective as using OM, DP and
IF alone. The claim can be proved based on the definition
of MM and OM in graph theory as follows.

Definition 1. Denote a bipartite graph as G = {X, Y,E},
M ⊆ E is a matching if any two edges in M are not adjacent.

Definition 2. Suppose M̂ contains the matched pairs
in G and satisfies Definition 1. Then M̂ is the maximum
cardinality matching if there exists no matching M in G
such that |M | > |M̂ |.

Definition 3. Let M̂ contains the matched pairs in G
and satisfies Definition 1. Then M̂ is the optimal matching
in G if

Ω(M̂) = max{Ω(M)|M is a matching in G} (8)

where

Ω(M) =
∑

ωij∈M

ωij (9)

is the sum of similarity in M and ωij is the similarity be-
tween shot i and shot j.

Theorem 1. Let |MM | as the number of edges by max-
imum matching (MM) and |OM | as the number of edges by
optimal matching (OM). Then

|MM | ≥ |OM | (10)

Proof. By Eqn(8) in Definition 3, OM is a matching
with maximum weight. This implies that OM is also a car-
dinality matching. Hence, based on Definition 2, we have
|MM | ≥ |OM |.

�

Theorem 2. Let R1 as the set of video clips retained by
MM, and R2 as the set of video clips retained by OM. Then

R2 ⊆ R1 (11)

Proof. Denote p as the number of shots in a query clip,
and 1 ≤ λ ≤ p is a parameter such that p

λ
decides if a

clip in the database should be filtered. If |OM | ≥ p
λ
, then

|MM | ≥ p
λ

since |MM | ≥ |OM | by Theorem 1. Thus,
R2 ⊆ R1.

�

In setting the hierarchical framework, λ is a parameter
that controls the number of clips to be retained for OM. If
the value of λ is large, the response time of a query will be
slow. In our implementation, the λ is set to 2 as mentioned
in Section 3.2.

4.2 Video Clip Segmentation
In a video database, clips are not always available for

retrieval. While shots boundaries can be readily located
and indexed, clips boundaries are relatively harder to be
obtained since the detection of boundaries usually involves
a certain degree of semantic understanding. The decom-
position of videos into semantic clips is, in general, a hard
problem. In this paper, instead of explicitly locating the
boundaries of clips prior to video retrieval, we propose an
implicit approach that exploits the inherent matching rela-
tionship between a given query and videos for online clip
segmentation.

Given a query clip X and a video Y (usually |Y| � |X|),
a bipartite graph is constructed by matching the shots in X
to the shots in Y by Eqn(2). The mapping is many-to-many
relationship, i.e., a shot can map to multiple shots in Y as
long as they are considered similar based on the definition in
Eqn(2). Denote ζj = {0, 1} to indicate whether a shot j in
Y is matched by a shot in X. The mapping usually forms a
number of dense and sparse clusters (with ζj = 1 represents
a match) along the one dimensional space of ζ. The dense
clusters indicate the presence of potentially similar video
clips in Y with the query clip, while the sparse clusters can
probably mean the noisy matching.

One straightforward way of implicit clip segmentation is
to extract the dense clusters directly from the 1D ζ space.
To do this, we need two parameters (ρ, ϑ) where ρ specifies
how to extract a cluster while ϑ specifies how to filter sparse
clusters. The algorithm is formulated as follows. We check
the distance d between all adjacent shots with ζj = 1. All
the adjacent shots with d ≤ ρ are grouped in one cluster.
In other words, the shot at the boundary of a cluster has at
least ρ+1 consecutive unmatched shots with other clusters.
Once the clusters Yk={0,1,...} are extracted, we filter those
clusters whose |Yk| < ϑ.

In the experiments, we set ρ = 2 and ϑ = |X|
2

. A large
value of ρ can cause under-segmentation, while a small value
of ρ can cause over-segmentation of video clips. The value
of ρ is not easy to set, however, when ρ = {2, 3, 4, 5}, the
setting mostly yield satisfactory results for our database of
approximately 21 hours’ videos and 20, 000 shots. The value
of ϑ is set based on λ described in Theorem 2. Since λ = 2,

any clip with |Yk| < |X|
2

can never satisfy |MM | ≥ p
λ

and
thus should not be considered.

A major advantage of our approach is that the segmenta-
tion is always tailored to the content of a query clip. Only
those clips related to query will be segmented for retrieval.
However, an implicitly segmented video clip may not be
a precise scene or story since its boundary may contain
shots from other clips and, furthermore, the clip itself could
probably be composed of more than one clip due to under-
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Table 1: Comparison between Liu’s approach and ours.

Liu’s Approach Ours

Features color histogram, Tamura texture color histogram
online automatically segmented

Video clips manually segmented based on the content of query
cluster-based matching, temporal order, optimal matching,

Similarity factors speed, disturbance, congregate temporal order, interference factor
linear combination,

Video clip a manually optimized threshold
filtering is set to filter irrelevant clips based on MM, λ = 2 as in Theorem 2

Video clip five weighting factors are manually linear combination,
ranking optimized in the database three weights are set as in Eqn(7)

Table 2: Experimental results for video clip filtering and retrieval
Average # Average # of Our Approach Liu’s Approach

Query type # of queries of shot relevant clip Precision Recall Precision Recall

Commercial 20 12.9 4.0 0.935 1.000 0.628 0.990
News 20 18.5 4.2 0.794 0.735 0.649 0.622
Sport 10 15.0 5.1 0.765 0.684 0.601 0.509

Average - 15.5 4.4 0.831 0.806 0.626 0.707

segmentation. Some of these deficiencies, auspiciously, can
be got rid of during the similarity ranking of optimal match-
ing. OM can be utilized not only to match similar shots,
but also to split a clip and refine its boundary. Given a
video clip Yk = {y1, y2, . . . , yq} and a query clip X, sup-
pose only the shots {yα, . . . , yβ} are matched with X, and
1 < α < β < q. The unmatched shots Yk

′ = {y1, . . . , yα−1}
and Yk

′′ = {yβ+1, . . . , yq} can be pruned if |α − 1| < |X|
λ

and |q − β| < |X|
λ

respectively. Otherwise, Yk
′ and Yk

′′ are
split from Yk as the new clips for similarity ranking by OM.

5. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed hierarchical

framework, we set up a database that consists of approxi-
mately 1, 272 minutes (more than 21 hours) of videos. The
genres of videos include news, sports, commercials, movies
and documentaries collected from different TV stations. In
total, there are 19, 929 shots.

We compare our approach with Liu’s approach in [9]. The
major difference between these two approaches are summa-
rized in Table 1. In [9], a clustering based algorithm is used
to decide the matching of shots in two clips. The aim of
the algorithm is to cluster the pairwise similarities of shots
into two groups which correspond to the matched and un-
matched shots. This is achieved by maximizing the centroid
distance between two groups. Based on the matched shots,
the temporal order, speed (duration difference), disturbance
(number of unmatched shots) and congregation (number of
one-to-one mapping) are computed for similarity measure.
In our approach, the matching of shots and the degree of
congregation are measured directly by OM. Dynamic pro-
gramming is employed to measure the temporal order of two
sequences. In [9], this value is measured by calculating the
percentage of matching shots that are in reverse order. Our
interference factor is same as disturbance, and we do not use
speed since duration is not a critical factor in reflecting sim-
ilarity particularly when the unmatched shots are available.

Liu’s approach [9] assumes that the video clips are pre-

segmented and always available for retrieval. As a result,
we manually segment the 21 hours’ videos into clips, and in
total, there are 1288 segmented video clips in our database.
In the experiment, while the results of [9] is based on the
retrieval of manually segmented video clips, our approach
adopts the online automatic segmentation described in Sec-
tion 4.2 for retrieval.

All the relevant video clips in the database are manually
judged and grouped by human subjects. We experiment
various types of query for performance evaluation. These
queries include clips from commercials, news and sports
videos. We compare the performance of both approaches
in term of clip filtering and clip ranking capabilities.

5.1 Video Clip Filtering
We use precision and recall to measure the performance.

The recall and precision are defined as follows:

Precision =
Number of relevant clips being retained

Number of clips being retained

Recall =
Number of relevant clips being retained

Number of relevant clips

In [9], no mechanism is proposed for the filtering of irrele-
vant clips. During the implementation, we set an optimized
threshold for this purpose. We systematically try different
threshold values and select the one which gives the best
overall recall and precision in our database as the threshold.

Table 2 shows the experimental results of both approaches.
In total, 50 queries are used for testing. The average number
of shots in each query is 15.5, while the average number of
relevant clips is 4.4. The commercial retrieval is relatively
easy since the visual content of the relevant commercial clips
is usually similar and the major differences are in temporal
order and duration due to different shot composition. Both
approaches achieve high recall, but our approach gets bet-
ter precision. Compared with commercial clips, the effective
retrieval of news and sport video clips is harder because dif-
ferent newscasts tend to report a same event with different
camera shootings and editions. In addition, more shots will
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Table 3: Experimental results for the filtering and retrieval of news clips (MM+OM+DP+IF)

Relevant Our Approach Liu’s Approach
Query clip Shot # Clip # Precision Recall Precision Recall

1 Power cut accident in London 18 7 1.000 0.429 1.000 0.286
2 Bus bomb event in Israel 12 6 1.000 0.667 0.429 0.500
3 Six-way talk about North Korea 45 6 0.833 0.833 1.000 0.167
4 The death of an Iraq aga in bomb 29 6 0.714 0.833 1.000 0.667
5 New finance policy 33 6 0.500 0.833 0.800 0.667
6 UK premier follows investigation 15 5 0.200 0.600 0.167 0.400
7 Taiwan politic issue 22 4 1.000 0.750 0.600 0.750
8 National singing competition 22 4 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.750
9 Iraq Policy 10 4 1.000 0.500 0.235 1.000
10 Resignation of a UK official 11 4 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.500
11 CCTV program promotion 11 4 1.000 1.000 0.667 1.000
12 Chinese vice president meets foreigners 19 4 0.333 1.000 0.750 0.750
13 Iraq war 9 3 1.000 0.667 1.000 0.333
14 A UN official died in Iraq 17 3 1.000 0.667 0.222 0.667
15 New policies in the ministry of police 21 3 1.000 1.000 0.667 0.667
16 Soccer association election 16 3 1.000 0.667 0.400 0.667
17 Match for solar energy bus 23 3 1.000 0.667 0.500 0.333
18 Report about blaster virus 8 3 0.400 0.667 1.000 0.667
19 Conflict between Israel and Palestine 17 3 1.000 0.667 1.000 0.667
20 Intel CEO visits China 11 2 0.400 1.000 0.286 1.000

Average 18.5 4.2 0.794 0.735 0.649 0.622

generally be included for a clip reported in a news program
of longer duration. The details of news and sport queries
are listed in tables 3 and 4. Experimental results indicate
that our proposed approach is, in overall, superior to Liu’s
approach in term of recall and precision, particularly in the
retrieval of news and sports video clips collected from differ-
ent TV channels. By manually investigating the retrieval re-
sults, we find that the superiority of our approach is mainly
due to: 1) effectiveness of online clip segmentation in re-
moving the sparse clusters of clips from graph matching; 2)
capability of MM in filtering large amount of irrelevant clips;
3) capability of OM and DP in clip ranking.

Figures 3 and 4 show the retrieval results of news query
#2 and sport query #4 respectively (due to the limitation
of space, we do not show all the shots). Compared with
commercial clips, the effective retrieval of news and sport
clips is difficult since a same event is usually reported in
different profiles, editions and camera shooting as shown
in figures 3 and 4. Despite the difficulties, the proposed
retrieval framework is still able to filter, match and then
rank the relevant clips with reasonably good accuracy.

5.2 Video Clip Ranking
In this experiment, because our aim is to compare the

ranking capability of both approaches, the MM is excluded
from testing. We use AR (average recall) and ANMRR (av-
erage normalized modified retrieval rank) [11] for perfor-
mance evaluation. The values of AR and ANMRR range
from [0, 1]. A high value of AR denotes the superior ability
in retrieving relevant clips, while a low value of ANMRR
indicates the high retrieval rate with relevant clips ranked
at the top.

Table 5 summarizes the experimental results while tables
6 and 7 shows the details of news and sport retrieval. We
use same set of queries (in total 50) as in Table 2 for testing.
For the retrieval of commercial clips, both approaches attain
almost perfect AR and ANMRR. This implies that all rele-

vant clips are retrieved and ranked at top. For the retrieval
of news and sport events, our approach is constantly better
than Liu’s approach. By tracing the details of experimental
results, we found that the cluster-based and temporal or-
der algorithms used in Liu’s approach can not always give
satisfactory results. In contrast, the proposed clip-based
similarity can rank at least half of the relevant clips at the
top C(q) of the retrieved clips2.

Even though the retrieved clips by our approach are on-
line segmented, the boundaries of most clips are precisely
located. Only very few over or under-segmentation of clips
happen in our test queries. On a Pentium-M 1.5GHz ma-
chine with 512M memory, the average retrieval time for a
query by using OM+DP+IF is approximately 1.639 seconds.
If MM+OM+DP+IF is used, the average retrieval time is
0.971 seconds. Although the MM and OM are not linear
time algorithm, they are still very efficient even in large
database since the online segmentation (linear time algo-
rithm) has removed large portions of video segments from
consideration before MM and OM matching.

Table 5: Experimental results for video clip retrieval

Query # of Our Approach Liu’s Approach
type queries AR ANMRR AR ANMRR

Commercial 20 1.000 0.000 0.990 0.009
News 20 0.809 0.200 0.711 0.277
Sport 10 0.783 0.230 0.666 0.371

Average - 0.864 0.143 0.789 0.219

2Let NR(q) as the number of relevant clips for a query q,
and Q as the set of queries, then

C(q) = min {4 × NR(q), 2 × Q
max
k=1

NR(k)}
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Figure 3: Retrieval results of news query #2. Query clip is listed in 1st row. The correct matches are shown
one row after another according to the ranked order.

Table 4: Experimental results for the filtering and retrieval of sport clips (MM+OM+DP+IF)

Relevant Our Approach Liu’s Approach
Query clip Shot # Clip # Precision Recall Precision Recall

1 Running 14 8 0.571 0.500 0.375 0.375
2 Swimming 8 7 0.600 0.857 0.429 0.429
3 Tennis 7 6 1.000 0.500 1.000 0.500
4 Gym 10 6 0.546 1.000 0.250 0.667
5 Judo 24 6 0.600 0.500 1.000 0.167
6 Boating 16 5 0.333 0.400 1.000 0.200
7 Diving 10 4 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.750
8 Basketball 22 3 1.000 1.000 0.500 1.000
9 Volleyball 19 3 1.000 0.667 0.333 0.667
10 Weight lifting 20 3 1.000 0.667 0.125 0.333

Average 15 5.1 0.765 0.684 0.601 0.509

Table 6: Experimental results for the retrieval of
news clips (OM+DP+IF)

Query Our Approach Liu’s Approach
clip AR ANMRR AR ANMRR

1 0.714 0.231 0.571 0.528
2 1.000 0.136 0.500 0.457
3 1.000 0.000 0.667 0.284
4 0.667 0.284 0.833 0.161
5 0.667 0.321 0.833 0.198
6 0.800 0.243 0.400 0.557
7 0.750 0.224 0.750 0.224
8 1.000 0.052 0.750 0.224
9 0.750 0.259 1.000 0.000
10 0.500 0.466 0.500 0.466
11 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000
12 1.000 0.000 0.750 0.224
13 0.667 0.364 0.667 0.303
14 0.667 0.303 0.667 0.303
15 1.000 0.000 0.667 0.303
16 1.000 0.000 0.667 0.303
17 0.667 0.303 0.667 0.394
18 0.667 0.303 0.667 0.303
19 0.667 0.303 0.667 0.303
20 1.000 0.200 1.000 0.000

Average 0.809 0.200 0.711 0.277

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the proposed algorithm for clip-based

similarity measure. A hierarchical video retrieval framework
have also been described and experimented. Encouraging
results have been obtained through the performance evalu-
ation in a databases with 21 hours of video. Experimental
results suggest that the proposed MM is effective in filtering
irrelevant clips, while OM is capable of effectively retriev-
ing and clustering video clips of same event. The proposed
retrieval matching mechanism is not only suitable for identi-
cal matching (e.g., commercial clips), but also approximate
matching (e.g., news and sports). Although the current clip-
based similarity measure considers only color features, other
features such as motion and audio can also be incorporated.
Currently, the implementation of MM and OM is based on
Kuhn and Kuhn-Munkres algorithms which require O(nm)
and O(n4) respectively, where n and m are the number of
shots and matching edges. Faster versions of MM and OM
algorithms exists [15], for instance, MM can run in O(

√
nm)

and OM can run in O(n(m + n log n)). In future, both al-
gorithms will be incorporated in our framework for more
efficient retrieval.
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Figure 4: Retrieval results of sport query #4. Query clip is listed in 1st row. The correct matches are shown
one row after another according to the ranked order.

Table 7: Experimental results for the retrieval of
sport clips (OM+DP+IF).

Query Our Approach Liu’s Approach
clip AR ANMRR AR ANMRR

1 0.625 0.300 0.625 0.530
2 0.857 0.165 0.714 0.341
3 0.833 0.136 0.833 0.198
4 1.000 0.124 0.667 0.284
5 0.833 0.161 0.333 0.679
6 0.600 0.586 0.400 0.571
7 0.750 0.224 0.750 0.224
8 0.667 0.303 1.000 0.061
9 1.000 0.000 0.667 0.303
10 0.667 0.303 0.667 0.515

Average 0.783 0.230 0.666 0.371
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